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Want detailed, multi-wavelength understanding of cosmic stellar mass build-up…

What is IR SFRD high-z slope? How do UV/IR populations relate? 
How does SF occur (secular, merger growth)? 
What is role of feedback (AGN, SN, etc)? 
What is role of environment? ….

=> What can ALMA tell us about some of these?
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BASIC: SCUBA2 observations of the CDF-S (Cowie+18 in prep)

PONG-900 
observations

CV Daisy 
observations 

Robust sample of >2 mJy 850um sources at 
S/N > 4. Inner portion probes to 1.6 mJy.



BASIC: SCUBA2 observations of the CDF-S (Cowie+18 in prep)

70 secure SCUBA2 IDs inside 6’ radius…

Probes factors of 2.5-5 deeper than 
previous bolometer surveys in CDF-S 

LABOCA

AZTEC



BASIC: SCUBA2 observations of the CDF-S (Cowie+18 in prep)

PONG-900 
observations

CV Daisy 
observations 

Band 7 (850um) pointings only 

CRITICALLY: nearly all targeted with ALMA 
band 7 observations in cycles 0-4 (most by 
us in cycles 3-4). => know if flux resolved out

Majority observed in multiple ALMA configs 
(Θnat~0.2-0.4”, Θtaper- 0.6-1.0”)
=> allow reasonable size constraints



BASIC: SCUBA2 observations of the CDF-S (Cowie+18 in prep)

PONG-900 
observations

CV Daisy 
observations 

Band 7 (850um) pointings only 70 Band 7 (850um) detections only

Vast majority of targeted IDs (90% at 4σ limit) 
detected by ALMA…yielding the BASIC 
sample. => robust, complete sample

Effectively, we account for nearly all                 
> ~1.6-2 mJy flux in central CDF-S



BASIC: ALMA vs SCUBA2 fluxes (Cowie+18 in prep)

Median SCUBA2-ALMA offset is ~2” Sum all ALMA detections within 50% 
primary beams => good flux recovery rate.

• Large offsets => due to multiplicity

• ~15-20% multiplicity (5:1 ratio). 

• SCUBA2 position generally good 
enough to identify when obvious 
Spitzer counterpart present.

• Dispersion as expected given S/N 
errors in SCUBA2 and ALMA.

• Cumulative avg. flux drop consistent 
with expectation of ~0.4 mJy from 
missing fainter sources per beam.

(also recall 10% from G. Calistro-Rivera)

Running sum
ALESS
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Point 1
Consistent with brighter ALESS sample 
(Hodge+16), ALMA is *NOT* resolving 
out much continuum flux (< ~10%), at 

least for source population with > ~2 mJy



BASIC: ALMA Sizes in the CDF-S (Gonzalez-Lopez+18b in prep)
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BASIC: ALMA Sizes in the CDF-S (Gonzalez-Lopez+18b in prep)

Point 2
Sources look clumpy, but are well-fit 
by smooth exponential disks       
(e.g., similar to Hodge+16).

In fraction of sources, see  
noticeable residuals, but only 
individually significant in ~2 cases.



BASIC: ALMA Sizes in the CDF-S (Gonzalez-Lopez+18b in prep)
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BASIC: ALMA Sizes in the CDF-S (Gonzalez-Lopez+18b in prep)

5σ detection limit
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detection 
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Hodge+16
ALESS Median 
0.42±0.04”

Point 3
Dust is quite compact and median 
size shows hints of shrinking with 
decreasing flux. 

There is notable dispersion and 
interesting minority with large sizes 
(perhaps suggestive of disk-like 
structures => e.g., ALMA-FFs talk).



BASIC: ALMA Sizes in the CDF-S (Gonzalez-Lopez+18b in prep)

In physical units, 
BASIC sample lies 
in black region.

Fujimoto+17



BASIC: ALMA Sizes in the CDF-S (Gonzalez-Lopez+18b in prep)

In physical units, 
BASIC sample lies 
in black region.

Fujimoto+17

Point 4
Given near full recovery of SCUBA2 
flux, and consistency in measured 
sizes…

BASIC strongly reinforces results 
from large archival studies (e.g., 
Fujimoto+17) 



BASIC: ALMA Identifications in the CDF-S (Cowie+18 in prep)

Typical positional uncertainties 
are of order ~0.1”

~65% of counterparts have 
negligible (< 0.1”) spatial offsets

~35% have >0.1” (> ~1 kpc) 
spatial offsets

Photz    3.82



BASIC: ALMA Identifications in the CDF-S (Cowie+18 in prep)

Typical positional uncertainties 
are of order ~0.1”

~65% of counterparts have 
negligible (< 0.1”) spatial offsets

~35% have >0.1” (> ~1 kpc) 
spatial offsets

Photz    3.82

Point 5
Significant mm/opt offsets for at least 
a fraction of BASIC SMGs



BASIC: ALMA Identifications in the CDF-S (Cowie+18 in prep)

Only 16 of 70 have zsp => Huge bias toward nearby, bright and 
blue counterparts (e.g., HST grism / ground-based 10-m limit)

Must rely on imperfect zph’s to derive basic props for now. 

Require ALMA/JWST for complete sample with firm zsp’s.
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BASIC: Conclusions

• BASIC provides robust sample of 70+ more “common” bright SMGs.
• For S850um > 2 mJy population, ALMA is *NOT* resolving out much 

continuum flux (< ~10%). Reinforces larger archival results.
• See continuation of trends found for brightest few % of SMGs:

- smooth exponential disks fit well
- compact emission, w/ sizes decreasing with decreasing flux
- ~10% residuals in some fraction (generally offset single “clump”)
- 1/3 have ~1-5 kpc spatial offsets.
- counterparts are reddest objects, broad zph distribution.

Majority of sources require ALMA or JWST spectroscopy to cement 
redshifts  and allow to address MANY OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS: 

• CO / ISM / gas / dust properties, 
• kinematics, 
• environmental factors,
• ….

• Cowie+18 => BASIC Survey Paper
• Gonzalez-Lopez+18b => CDF-S sizes








